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Coach’s Playbook 
Sports, Alcohol and Other 
Drugs  

Jeff Carpenter;  MSPE, CAA 
Director: Health, Fitness and Athletic Programs 
Olympia School District 

Points for Consideration 

•  What are the facts? 

•  Why do adolescents use alcohol and other drugs? 

•  Do  coaches have a  special role? 

•  What can  coaches do? 

•  Next steps. 

What Are the facts? 

        2012 Healthy Youth Survey: Grades 10 and 12 

                                                                    10th        12th 

"   30 Day Use of Alcohol:                         28%        36 % 

"   30 Day Use of Marijuana:                     19%       27% 

"   Binge Drinking (within last 2 weeks      16%       22% 

      5 or more drinks in a row) 
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What are the facts? 

                                                              10th          12th 

•  Are school rules about alcohol  

      and other drugs enforced? (no)      10%         12% 

•  Do you believe the use of alcohol 

     and/or marijuana causes harm 

     to a person?    (yes)                           85%        72% 

What Are the Facts 

"   Washington State Marijuana Law– Potential Effects 

1.  Adolescents think it is now legal  --  it’s not for them 

2.  Family members may be legally using at home 

3.  Conflicting messages are being given 

4.  We must be consistent in our messages – as coaches 
and as school employees.    

 --state law, school rules, athletic code, health concerns 

Are athletes different? 
Healthy Youth Survey 2012 

                                                                   10th         12th 

•  Do you participate in sports (yes)        51%         44% 

      and/or activities at school? 

"   Athletes are no different than other adolescents—in fact they tend to 
be more prone to: 

            Risk-taking behaviors 

            Feelings of invulnerability 

            Belief that rules do not apply 
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Points for Consideration 

•  What are the facts? 

•  Why do adolescents use alcohol and other drugs? 

•  Do  coaches have a  special role? 

•  What can coaches do? 

•  Next steps. 

Adolescents, drugs and 
alcohol 

Perception -v- Reality 

•  We are influenced by our perception of others’ 
attitudes, behaviors, and expectations rather than by 
their actual attitudes, behaviors, or expectations. 

  Our perceptions and interpretations are often 
inaccurate. 

                                                          Source: Neighbors & Kilmer (2008) 

Norm perceptions 

Perception: 

Most adolescents use alcohol. 

•   HYS 2012 data shows 28% (10th) and 36% (12) stated 
they used alcohol in the past 30 days.  

   72% (10th) and 64% (12th) had not used alcohol in the 
past 30 days. 

   While the perception may be inaccurate we still face 
numerous issues both at school and in the community. 
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Why use drugs? 

"   Relieve stress -- pressures to win and perform well 

"   Feel good --  relieving stress, feeling the initial high, 
maintaining the “good” feeling of a win, or replacing 
depressed feelings of a loss 

"   Be part of the group --  pressure to maintain a “cool” 
image 

"   Escape reality – family issues, school issues, peer 
relationships, feelings of being overwhelmed 

Consequences–  
who me? 

"   Adolescents who use alcohol and other drugs are at 
high risk for a number of negative consequences. 

  Legal consequences --    it is illegal… 

  School consequences --  suspension 

  Team consequences  --   suspension 

  Family consequences --  trust, suspension 

Even with negative consequences they still do it.. 

Consequences— 
who me? 

"   Areas in which adolescents may experience consequences. 

    -- Academic failure (academic suspension) 

    -- Blackouts, Hangovers, Eating , Tolerance, 

           Sexual Assault, Unprotected Sex, Relationships, Finances, Legal Problems 

    -- Decision Making (on and off the field) 

    -- Cognitive Abilities 

    -- Motivation, Productivity, Apathy, Memory Problems 

    -- Impaired Sleep  
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Consequences –  
who me 

"   Impact of alcohol use: judgment and decision-making 

"   .02% Relaxed 

"   .04% Relaxation continues, “Buzz” develops 

"   .07% Cognitive judgment is impaired 

Consequences –  
who me? 

 --  Factors affecting absorption: 

  What you are drinking, rate of consumption, 
effervescence, and food in stomach 

"   Factors affecting oxidation 

    --  Time!!  We oxidize .016% off of our blood alcohol content 
per hour 

"    .08% takes 5 hours --  .08% , .064%, .048%, .032%, .
016%, .000% 

"           .16% takes 10 hours and .24% takes 15 hours 

Consequences – 
who me? 

"   Alcohol Myopia 
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Consequences --   
who me? 

"   Marijuana and cognitive abilities 

    --  Effects on the brain 

         1.  Hippocampus =  Attention, Concentration and     

                                           Memory 

"   Research with college students shows impact up to 24 
hours after use 

"   After daily use, takes 28 days for impact to go away 

Consequences-- 
Who Me? 

"   Consequences for the individual athlete: 

     --  athletic code violation/team rules 

          > set strict rules for both in and out of school  

 Don’t Avoid Enforcing Rules 

Regardless of Particular Athletes 

"   Set and enforce all rules consistently on your team and 
throughout the school athletic/activities program 

Points for Consideration 

•  What are the facts? 

•  Why do adolescents use alcohol and other drugs? 

•  Do  coaches have a  special role? 

•  What can coaches do? 

•  Next steps. 
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Your Special Role 

"   Coaches have a special relationship with athletes, 
students, parents, and the community.  Don’t 
underestimate your influence. 

"   You are a role model in their eyes and you occupy this 
leadership role at a significant and impressionable time 
in the adolescent athletes life. 

"   What you tell your athletes and how you deal with 
situations about the use of alcohol and other drugs is 
very important. 

Your Special Role 

"   Equally important to the message are the standards you 
set. 

"   If you want your athletes to stay away from alcohol and 
other drugs you must send a clear and consistent 
message in both words and actions. 

Don’t take the subject lightly—the lives and future of the 
athletes you coach are truly at stake 

Points for Consideration 

•  What are the facts? 

•  Why do adolescents use alcohol and other drugs? 

•  Do  coaches have a  special role? 

•  What can coaches do? 

•  Next steps. 
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Key plays to help your athletes 

Any one thing we do is part of an overall puzzle 

"   Consider where your particular piece fits WORK AS 
PART OF THE ENTIRE SCHOOL TEAM 

"   Identify the other pieces in your school and community 

     --  Policies and Enforcement – Partnerships –     
Prevention and Intervention --  Screen and Assessments 
– Outreach --  Bystander Involvement   

Key Plays To Help Your 
Athletes 

"   The best defense is a good offense  --  10 key actions  

PREVENTION 

1.   Making your team an integral and exciting part of the school 
and community.  BE TRUE LEADERS 

2.  Clearly express your expectations and rules that your athletes 
will not use alcohol or other drugs  

3.  Ensure that your athletes know the risks of using alcohol and 
other drugs—especially the effects on athletic and academic 
performance.  TEACH AS WELL AS COACH 

Key plays to help your athletes 
4.  Emphasize the benefits of participating in sports DON’T LOOSE THE 

OPPORTUNITY 

5.  Set team goals directly related to behaviors 

6.  Encourage athletes to set personal goals  

7.  Have team leaders reinforce the idea that “our” athletes don’t use alcohol or other drugs 

8.  Help teach appropriate decision-making skills  ATHLETES ARE GREAT 
DECISION=MAKERS-  BUILD UPON IT 

9.  Let players know they can talk to you 

10.  Develop meaningful relationships and PROVIDE ACTIVE SUPPORT   
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Points for Consideration 

•  What are the facts? 
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Future directions 
"   Add to your knowledge of “what works” for impacting alcohol and 

drug use.  NOT SIMPLY SANCTIONS ! 

"   Add to your knowledge of the impacts on individuals, your team, 
your school, and your community.  BE AN ACTIVE PLAYER! 

"   Meet the needs of your athletes and students (get a foot in the 
door)  WHAT DO THEY NEED FROM YOU? 

-- 60.7% want information on stress reduction 

-- 57.8% want information on nutrition 

-- 54.6% want information on “good” physical activity 

-- 50.9% want information on sleep difficulties (ACHA, 2011) 

Future directions 

"   Early identification through observation, listening, and 
action  LISTEN AND RESPOND 

"   Identify ways to reduce barriers to implementation and 
access to information  KNOWLEDGE IS POWER 

"   Build bridges with students, staff, parents, and 
communities  BE DIRECTLY INVOLVED 

"   Consider any unique  implementation needs or 
challenges related to prevention and intervention  
KNOW YOUR ATHLETES 
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Future directions 

"   Build strong support for prevention and policy efforts 
to reduce alcohol and other drug use at school and in 
your community.  BE AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT 

"   Keep the focus on how important this work is and 
realize the impact of prevention and intervention can 
have when resources are appropriately directed and 
priorities are clear.  YOU ARE IMPORTANT  

"   Don’t be afraid to ask for help.  Work with other to 
help your athletes and school.  BE A TEAM PLAYER 

 final thought 

What if alcohol and drug use among adolescents was like a 
virus causing a major health concern? 

Go about 4 years and the H1N1 Virus— 

"   Aug 2009 – Feb 2010: 4 deaths, 169 hospitalizations, 
and 94,000 cases  

Alcohol---- 

"   August 2009 – Feb. 2010: 1,000 deaths,  350,000 
injuries, and 250,000 unprotected sexual encounters 

Thank you! 
Have An Outstanding Conference 

"   Jeff Carpenter, Director: Health, Fitness and Athletic 
Programs, Olympia School District 

"   jcarpent@osd.wednet.edu 

Special thanks to: 

WIAA and the Conference Sponsors 


